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Abstrat
We argue that most ommonly used models for nulear sattering at ultra-relativisti
energies do not treat energy onservation in a onsistent fashion. Demanding theoretial
onsisteny as a minimal requirement for a realisti model, we provide a solution for the
above-mentioned problem, the so-alled Parton-Based Gribov-Regge Theory.
In order to keep a lean piture, we do not onsider seondary interations. We provide a
very transparent extrapolation of the physis of more elementary interations towards nuleus-
nuleus sattering, without onsidering any nulear eets due to nal state interations. In
this sense we onsider our model a realisti and onsistent approah to desribe the initial
stage of nulear ollisions.
1
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1 Introdution
The purpose of this paper is to provide the theoretial framework to treat hadron-hadron sattering
and the initial stage of nuleus-nuleus ollisions at ultra-relativisti energies, in partiular
with view to RHIC and LHC. The knowledge of these initial ollisions is ruial for any theoretial
treatment of parton thermalization and a possible parton-hadron phase transition, the detetion
of whih being the ultimate aim of all the eorts of olliding heavy ions at very high energies.
So what are the urrently used models? Quite popular are semi-lassial treatments of either
partons or hadrons, in any ase ompletely ignoring quantum mehanial interferene. This is
ertainly quite unrealisti, and we do not want to disuss suh options any further.
There are as well onsiderable eorts to desribe nulear ollisions via solving lassial Yang-
Mills equations, whih allows to alulate inlusive parton distributions [1℄. This approah is to
some extent orthogonal to ours being based on the assumption of the perturbative nature of the
triple Pomeron oupling [2℄. The physial piture whih stays behind the onstrution of [1℄ was
outlined in [2℄ and orresponds to perturbative interations between individual parton asades in
hadrons, i.e. to fusion of partons of virtualities Q2 > Q20, with Q
2
0 being a reasonable uto for
QCD being appliable. Contrary to that, we believe that parton asades interat with eah other
in the non-perturbative region of parton virtualities Q2 < Q20 and onsider it as the interation
between soft Pomerons. In our sheme a relatively big value of the soft triple-Pomeron oupling
should provide the neessary sreening orretions whih nally prevent the large inrease of parton
densities in the small x limit and restore the unitarity, thus leaving little room for higher twist
eets in the perturbative part of the interation.
Another approah is the so-alledGribov-Regge theory (GRT) [3, 4℄. This is an eetive eld
theory, whih allows multiple interations to happen in parallel, with the phenomenologial objet
alled Pomeron representing an elementary interation. Using the general rules of eld theory,
one may express ross setions in terms of a ouple of parameters haraterizing the Pomeron.
Interferene terms are ruial, they assure the unitarity of the theory. Here one observes an
inonsisteny: the fat that energy needs to be shared between many Pomerons in ase of multiple
sattering is well taken into aount when alulating partile prodution (in partiular in Monte
Carlo appliations), but energy onservation is not taken are of in ross setion alulations. This
is a serious problem and makes the whole approah inonsistent. Related to the above problem
is the fat that dierent elementary interations in ase of multiple sattering are usually not
treated equally, so the rst interation is usually onsidered to be quite dierent ompared to the
subsequent ones.
Provided fatorization works for nulear ollisions, one may employ the parton model, whih
allows to alulate inlusive ross setions as a onvolution of an elementary ross setion with
parton distribution funtions, with these distribution funtions taken from deep inelasti sattering.
In order to get exlusive parton level ross setions, some additional assumptions are needed, whih
follow quite losely the Gribov-Regge approah, enountering the same diulties.
As a solution of the above-mentioned problems, we present a new approah whih we all
Parton-based Gribov-Regge Theory: we have a onsistent treatment for alulating ross
setions and partile prodution onsidering energy onservation in both ases; in addition, we
introdue hard proesses in a natural way, and, ompared to the parton model, we an deal with
exlusive ross setions without arbitrary assumptions. A single set of parameters is suient to t
many basi spetra in proton-proton and lepton-nuleon sattering, as well as in eletron-positron
annihilation (with the exeption of one parameter whih needs to be hanged in order to optimize
eletron-positron transverse momentum spetra).
The basi guideline of our approah is theoretial onsisteny. We annot derive everything
from rst priniples, but we use rigorously the language of eld theory to make sure not to violate
basi laws of physis, whih is easily done in more phenomenologial treatments (see disussion
above).
There are still problems and open questions: there is learly a problem with unitarity at very
4high energies, whih should be ured by onsidering sreening orretions due to so-alled triple-
Pomeron interations, whih we do not treat rigorously at present but whih is our next projet.
2 Problems
Before presenting new theoretial ideas, we want to disuss the open problems in the parton model
approah and in Gribov-Regge theory.
Gribov-Regge Theory
Gribov-Regge theory is by onstrution a multiple sattering theory. The elementary interations
are realized by omplex objets alled Pomerons, who's preise nature is not known, and whih
are therefore simply parameterized: the elasti amplitude T orresponding to a single Pomeron
exhange is given as
T (s, t) ∼ i sα0+α′t
with a ouple of parameters to be determined by experiment. Even in hadron-hadron sattering,
several of these Pomerons are exhanged in parallel, see g. 1. Using general rules of eld theory
Figure 1: Hadron-hadron sattering in GRT. The thik lines between the hadrons (inoming lines) represent a
Pomeron eah. The dierent Pomeron exhanges our in parallel.
(utting rules), one obtains an expression for the inelasti ross setion,
σh1h2inel =
∫
d2b {1− exp (−G(s, b))} , (1)
where the so-alled eikonal G(s, b) (proportional to the Fourier transform of T (s, t)) represents one
elementary interation (a thik line in g. 1). One an generalize to nuleus-nuleus ollisions,
where orresponding formulas for ross setions may be derived.
In order to alulate exlusive partile prodution, one needs to know how to share the energy
between the individual elementary interations in ase of multiple sattering. We do not want to
disuss the dierent reipes used to do the energy sharing (in partiular in Monte Carlo applia-
tions). The point is, whatever proedure is used, this is not taken into aount in the alulation of
ross setions disussed above. So, atually, one is using two dierent models for ross setion al-
ulations and for treating partile prodution. Taking energy onservation into aount in exatly
the same way will modify the ross setion results onsiderably.
This problem has rst been disussed in [5℄,[6℄. The authors laim that following from the non-
planar struture of the orresponding diagrams, onserving energy and momentum in a onsistent
way is ruial, and therefore the inident energy has to be shared between the dierent elementary
interations, both real and virtual ones.
Another very unpleasant and unsatisfatory feature of most reipes for partile prodution is
the fat, that the seond Pomeron and the subsequent ones are treated dierently than the rst
one, although in the above-mentioned formula for the ross setion all Pomerons are onsidered to
be idential.
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The Parton Model
The standard parton model approah to hadron-hadron or also nuleus-nuleus sattering amounts
to presenting the partons of projetile and target by momentum distribution funtions, fh1 and
fh2 , and alulating inlusive ross setions for the prodution of parton jets with the squared
transverse momentum p2
⊥
larger than some uto Q20 as
σh1h2incl =
∑
ij
∫
dp2⊥
∫
dx+
∫
dx−f ih1(x
+, p2⊥)f
j
h2
(x−, p2⊥)
dσˆij
dp2
⊥
(x+x−s)θ
(
p2⊥ −Q20
)
,
where dσˆij/dp
2
⊥
is the elementary parton-parton ross setion and i, j represent parton avors.
This simple fatorization formula is the result of anelations of ompliated diagrams (AGK
anelations) and hides therefore the ompliated multiple sattering struture of the reation.
The most obvious manifestation of suh a struture is the fat that at high energies (
√
s ≫ 10
GeV) the inlusive ross setion in proton-(anti-)proton sattering exeeds the total one, so the
average number N¯ppint of elementary interations must be greater than one:
N¯h1h2int = σ
h1h2
incl /σ
h1h2
tot > 1 .
The usual solution is the so-alled eikonalization, whih amounts to re-introduing multiple sat-
tering, based on the above formula for the inlusive ross setion:
σh1h2inel (s) =
∫
d2b
{
1− exp
(
−A(b)σh1h2incl (s)
)}
=
∑
σh1h2m (s), (2)
with
σh1h2m (s) =
∫
d2b
(
A(b)σh1h2incl (s)
)m
m!
exp
(
−A(b)σh1h2incl (s)
)
(3)
representing the ross setion for n satterings; A(b) being the proton-proton overlap funtion
(the onvolution of two proton proles). In this way the multiple sattering is reovered. The
disadvantage is that this method does not provide any lue how to proeed for nuleus-nuleus (AB)
ollisions. One usually assumes the proton-proton ross setion for eah individual nuleon-nuleon
pair of a AB system. We an demonstrate that this assumption is inorret (see [7℄).
Another problem, in fat the same one as disussed earlier for the GRT, arises in the ase of
exlusive alulations (event generation), sine the above formulas do not provide any information
on how to share the energy between many elementary interations. The Pythia-method [8℄ amounts
to generating the rst elementary interation aording to the inlusive dierential ross setion,
then taking the remaining energy for the seond one and so on. In this way, the event generation
will reprodue the theoretial inlusive spetrum for hadron-hadron interation (by onstrution),
as it should be. The method is, however, very arbitrary, and - even more serious - we observe the
same inonsisteny as in the Gribov-Regge approah: energy onservation is not at all taken are
of in the above formulas for ross setion alulations.
3 A Solution: Parton-based Gribov-Regge Theory
In this paper, we present a new approah for hadroni interations and for the initial stage of nulear
ollisions, whih is able to solve several of the above-mentioned problems. We provide a rigorous
treatment of the multiple sattering aspet, suh that questions as energy onservation are learly
determined by the rules of eld theory, both for ross setion and partile prodution alulations.
In both (!) ases, energy is properly shared between the dierent interations happening in parallel,
see g. 2 for proton-proton and g. 3 for proton-nuleus ollisions (generalization to nuleus-nuleus
is obvious). This is the most important and new aspet of our approah, whih we onsider to be
6Figure 2: Graphial representation of a ontribution to the elasti amplitude of proton-proton sattering. Here,
energy onservation is taken into aount: the energy of the inoming protons is shared among several onstituents
(shown by splitting the nuleon lines into several onstituent lines), and so eah Pomeron disposes of only a fration
of the total energy, suh that the total energy is onserved.
Figure 3: Graphial representation of a ontribution to the elasti amplitude of proton-nuleus sattering, or more
preisely a proton interating with (for simpliity) two target nuleons, taking into aount energy onservation.
Here, the energy of the inoming proton is shared between all the onstituents, whih now provide the energy for
interating with two target nuleons.
a rst neessary step to onstrut a onsistent model for high energy nulear sattering.
The elementary interations, shown as the thik lines in the above gures, are in fat a sum
of a soft, a hard, and a semi-hard ontribution, providing a onsistent treatment of soft and hard
sattering. To some extend, our approah provides a link between the Gribov-Regge approah and
the parton model, we all it Parton-based Gribov-Regge Theory.
4 Parton-Parton Sattering
Let us rst investigate parton-parton sattering, before onstruting a multiple sattering theory
for hadroni and nulear sattering.
We distinguish three types of elementary parton-parton satterings, referred to as soft, hard
and semi-hard, whih we are going to disuss briey in the following. The detailed derivations
an be found in [7℄.
The Soft Contribution
Let us rst onsider the pure non-perturbative ontribution, where all virtual partons appearing in
the internal struture of the diagram have restrited virtualities Q2 < Q20, where Q
2
0 ≃ 1 GeV2 is a
reasonable uto for perturbative QCD being appliable. Suh soft non-perturbative dynamis is
known to dominate hadron-hadron interations at not too high energies. Laking methods to al-
ulate this ontribution from rst priniples, it is simply parameterized and graphially represented
as a `blob', see g. 4. It is traditionally assumed to orrespond to multi-peripheral prodution of
partons (and nal hadrons) [9℄ and is desribed by the phenomenologial soft Pomeron exhange
4 Parton-Parton S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Figure 4: The soft ontribution.
amplitude Tsoft(sˆ, t) [3℄. The orresponding prole funtion is expressed via the amplitude Tsoft as
Dsoft(sˆ, b) =
1
8π2sˆ
∫
d2q⊥ exp
(
−i~q⊥~b
)
2ImTsoft
(
sˆ,−q2⊥
)
=
2γ2part
λ
(2)
soft(sˆ/s0)
(
sˆ
s0
)αsoft(0)−1
exp
(
− b
2
4λ
(2)
soft(sˆ/s0)
)
, (4)
with
λ
(n)
soft(z) = nR
2
part + α
′
soft lnz,
where sˆ is the usual Mandelstam variable for parton-parton sattering. The parameters αsoft(0),
α′soft are the interept and the slope of the Pomeron trajetory, γpart and R
2
part are the vertex value
and the slope for the Pomeron-parton oupling, and s0 ≃ 1 GeV2 is the harateristi hadroni
mass sale. The external legs of the diagram of g. 4 are partoni onstituents, whih are assumed
to be quark-anti-quark pairs.
The Hard Contribution
Let us now onsider the other extreme, when all the proesses are perturbative, i.e. all internal in-
termediate partons are haraterized by large virtualities Q2 > Q20. In that ase, the orresponding
hard parton-parton sattering amplitude an be alulated using the perturbative QCD tehniques
[10, 11℄, and the intermediate states ontributing to the absorptive part of the amplitude an
be dened in the parton basis. In the leading logarithmi approximation of QCD, summing up
terms where eah (small) running QCD oupling onstant αs(Q
2) appears together with a large
logarithm ln(Q2/λ2QCD) (with λQCD being the infrared QCD sale), and making use of the fator-
ization hypothesis, one obtains the ontribution of the orresponding ut diagram for t = q2 = 0
as the ut parton ladder ross setion σjkhard(sˆ, Q
2
0)
1
, as shown in g. 5, where all horizontal rungs
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Figure 5: The hard (or val-val) ontribution.
are the nal (on-shell) partons and the virtualities of the virtual t-hannel partons inrease from
1
Stritly speaking, one obtains the ladder representation for the proess only using axial gauge.
8the ends of the ladder towards the largest momentum transfer parton-parton proess (indiated
symbolially by the `blob' in the middle of the ladder):
σjkhard(sˆ, Q
2
0) =
1
2sˆ
2ImT jkhard
(
sˆ, t = 0, Q20
)
= K
∑
ml
∫
dx+Bdx
−
Bdp
2
⊥
dσmlBorn
dp2
⊥
(x+Bx
−
B sˆ, p
2
⊥)
× EjmQCD(Q20,M2F , x+B)EklQCD(Q20,M2F , x−B)θ
(
M2F −Q20
)
,
Here dσmlBorn/dp
2
⊥
is the dierential 2→ 2 parton sattering ross setion, p2
⊥
is the parton transverse
momentum in the hard proess, m, l and x±B are orrespondingly the types and the shares of the
light one momenta of the partons partiipating in the hard proess, and M2F is the fatorization
sale for the proess (we use M2F = p
2
⊥
/4). The `evolution funtion' EjmQCD(Q
2
0,M
2
F , z) represents
the evolution of a parton asade from the sale Q20 to M
2
F , i.e. it gives the number density of
partons of type m with the momentum share z at the virtuality sale M2F , resulted from the
evolution of the initial parton j, taken at the virtuality sale Q20. The evolution funtion satises
the usual DGLAP equation [12℄ with the initial ondition EjmQCD(Q
2
0, Q
2
0, z) = δ
j
m δ(1 − z). The
fator K ≃ 1.5 takes eetively into aount higher order QCD orretions.
In the following, we shall need to know the ontribution of the unut parton ladder T jkhard(sˆ, t, Q
2
0)
with some momentum transfer q along the ladder (with t = q2). The behavior of the orresponding
amplitudes was studied in [13℄ in the leading logarithmi(1/x ) approximation of QCD. The preise
form of the orresponding amplitude is not important for our appliation; we just use some of the
results of [13℄, namely that one an neglet the real part of this amplitude and that it is nearly
independent on t, i.e. that the slope of the hard interation R2hard is negligible small, i.e. ompared
to the soft Pomeron slope one has R2hard ≃ 0. So we parameterize T jkhard(sˆ, t, Q20) in the region of
small t as [14℄
T jkhard(sˆ, t, Q
2
0) = isˆ σ
jk
hard(sˆ, Q
2
0) exp
(
R2hard t
)
(5)
The orresponding prole funtion is obtained by alulating the Fourier transform T˜hard of
Thard and dividing by the initial parton ux 2sˆ,
Djkhard(sˆ, b) =
1
2sˆ
2ImT˜ jkhard(sˆ, b),
whih gives
Djkhard (sˆ, b) =
1
8π2sˆ
∫
d2q⊥ exp
(
−i~q⊥~b
)
2ImT jkhard(sˆ,−q2⊥, Q20)
= σjkhard
(
sˆ, Q20
) 1
4πR2hard
exp
(
− b
2
4R2hard
)
, (6)
In fat, the above onsiderations are only orret for valene quarks, as disussed in detail in
the next setion. Therefore, we also talk about valene-valene ontribution and we use Dval−val
instead of Dhard:
Djkval−val (sˆ, b) ≡ Djkhard (sˆ, b) ,
so these are two names for one and the same objet.
The Semi-hard Contribution
The disussion of the preeding setion is not valid in ase of sea quarks and gluons, sine here
the momentum share x1 of the rst parton is typially very small, leading to an objet with
a large mass of the order Q20/x1 between the parton and the proton [15℄. Mirosopially, suh
4 Parton-Parton Sattering 9
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Figure 6: The semi-hard sea-sea ontribution: parton ladder plus soft ends.
'slow' partons with x1 ≪ 1 appear as a result of a long non-perturbative parton asade, where
eah individual parton branhing is haraterized by a small momentum transfer squared Q2 < Q20
[3, 16℄. When alulating proton struture funtions or high-pt jet prodution ross setions this
non-perturbative ontribution is usually inluded in parameterized initial parton momentum distri-
butions at Q2 = Q20. However, the desription of inelasti hadroni interations requires to treat it
expliitly in order to aount for seondary partiles produed during suh non-perturbative parton
pre-evolution, and to desribe orretly energy-momentum sharing between multiple elementary
satterings. As the underlying dynamis appears to be idential to the one of soft parton-parton
sattering onsidered above, we treat this soft pre-evolution as the usual soft Pomeron emission,
as disussed in detail in [7℄.
So for sea quarks and gluons, we onsider so-alled semi-hard interations between parton
onstituents of initial hadrons, represented by a parton ladder with soft ends, see g. 6. As in
the ase of soft sattering, the external legs are quark-anti-quark pairs, onneted to soft Pomerons.
The outer partons of the ladder are on both sides sea quarks or gluons (therefore the index sea-
sea). The entral part is exatly the hard sattering onsidered in the preeding setion. As
disussed in length in [7℄, the mathematial expression for the orresponding amplitude is given as
iTsea−sea(sˆ, t) =
∑
jk
∫ 1
0
dz+
z+
dz−
z−
ImT jsoft
( s0
z+
, t
)
ImT ksoft
( s0
z−
, t
)
iT jkhard(z
+z−sˆ, t, Q20),
with z± being the momentum fration of the external leg-partons of the parton ladder relative to
the momenta of the initial (onstituent) partons. The indies j and k refer to the avor of these
external ladder partons. The amplitudes T jsoft are the soft Pomeron amplitudes disussed earlier,
but with modied ouplings, sine the Pomerons are now onneted to a parton ladder on one side.
The arguments s0/z
±
are the squared masses of the two soft Pomerons, z+z−sˆ is the squared mass
of the hard piee.
Performing as usual the Fourier transform to the impat parameter representation and dividing
by 2sˆ, we obtain the prole funtion
Dsea−sea (sˆ, b) =
1
2sˆ
2Im T˜sea−sea(sˆ, b) ,
whih may be written as
Dsea−sea (sˆ, b) =
∑
jk
∫ 1
0
dz+dz−Ejsoft
(
z+
)
Eksoft
(
z−
)
σjkhard(z
+z−sˆ, Q20)
× 1
4π λ
(2)
soft(1/(z
+z−))
exp
(
− b
2
4λ
(2)
soft(1/(z
+z−))
)
(7)
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with the soft Pomeron slope λ
(2)
soft and the ross setion σ
jk
hard being dened earlier. The funtions
Ejsoft (z
±) representing the soft ends are dened as
Ejsoft(z
±) = ImT jsoft
( s0
z±
, t = 0
)
.
We negleted the small hard sattering slope R2hard ompared to the Pomeron slope λ
(2)
soft. We all
Esoft also the  soft evolution, to indiate that we onsider this as simply a ontinuation of the
QCD evolution, however, in a region where perturbative tehniques do not apply any more. As
disussed in [7℄, Ejsoft (z) has the meaning of the momentum distribution of parton j in the soft
Pomeron.
Consisteny requires to also onsider the mixed semi-hard ontributions with a valene quark
on one side and a non-valene partiipant (quark-anti-quark pair) on the other one, see g. 7. We
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Figure 7: Two mixed ontributions.
have
iT jval−sea(sˆ) =
∫ 1
0
dz−
z−
∑
k
ImT ksoft
( s0
z−
, q2
)
iT jkhard
(
z−sˆ, q2, Q20
)
and
Djval−sea (sˆ, b) =
∑
k
∫ 1
0
dz−Eksoft
(
z−
)
σjkhard
(
z−sˆ, Q20
)
(8)
× 1
4π λ
(1)
soft(1/z
−)
exp
(
− b
2
4λ
(1)
soft(1/z
−)
)
where j is the avor of the valene quark at the upper end of the ladder and k is the type of the
parton on the lower ladder end. Again, we negleted the hard sattering slope R2hard ompared to
the soft Pomeron slope. A ontributionDjsea−val (sˆ, b), orresponding to a valene quark partiipant
from the target hadron, is given by the same expression,
Djsea−val (sˆ, b) = D
j
val−sea (sˆ, b) ,
sine eq. (8) stays unhanged under replaement z− → z+ and only depends on the total .m.
energy squared sˆ for the parton-parton system.
5 Hadron-Hadron Sattering
To treat hadron-hadron sattering we use parton momentum Fok state expansion of hadron eigen-
states [5℄
|h〉 =
∞∑
k=1
1
k!
∫ 1
0
k∏
l=1
dxl f
h
k (x1, . . . xk) δ

1− k∑
j=1
xj

 a+(x1) · · ·a+(xk) |0〉 ,
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where fk(x1, . . . xk) is the probability amplitude for the hadron h to onsist of k onstituent
partons with the light one momentum frations x1, . . . , xk and a
+(x) is the reation operator for
a parton with the fration x. A general sattering proess is desribed as a superposition of a
number of pair-like satterings between parton onstituents of the projetile and target hadrons.
Then hadron-hadron sattering amplitude is obtained as a onvolution of individual parton-parton
sattering amplitudes onsidered in the previous setion and inlusive momentum distributions
1
n! F˜
(n)
h (x1, . . . xn) of n partiipating parton onstituents involved in the sattering proess(n ≥ 1),
with
1
n!
F˜
(n)
h (x1, . . . xn) =
∞∑
k=n
1
k!
k!
n! (k − n)!
∫ 1
0
k∏
l=n+1
dxl |fk(x1, . . . xk)|2 δ

1− k∑
j=1
xj


We assume that F˜
(n)
h1(h2)
(x1, . . . xn) an be represented in a fatorized form as a produt of the
ontributions Fhpart(xl), depending on the momentum shares xl of the partiipating or ative
parton onstituents, and on the funtion Fhremn
(
1−∑nj=1 xj), representing the ontribution of all
nucleon
spectators
k...participants: 21
Figure 8: Nuleon Fok state.
spetator partons, sharing the remaining share 1−∑j xj of the initial light one momentum (see
g. 8):
F˜
(n)
h (x1, . . . xn) =
n∏
l=1
Fhpart(xl) F
h
remn

1− n∑
j=1
xj


(9)
The partiipating parton onstituents are assumed to be quark-anti-quark pairs (not neessarily of
idential avors), suh that the baryon numbers of the projetile and of the target are onserved.
Then, as disussed in detail in [7℄, the hadron-hadron amplitude may be written as
iTh1h2(s, t) = 8π
2s
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
∫ 1
0
n∏
l=1
dx+l dx
−
l
n∏
l=1
[
1
8π2sˆl
∫
d2ql⊥ iT
h1h2
1IP
(
x+l , x
−
l , s,−q2l⊥
)]
Fh1remn

1− n∑
j=1
x+j

 Fh2remn

1− n∑
j=1
x−j

 δ(2)
(
n∑
k=1
~qk⊥ − ~q⊥
)
, (10)
where the partoni amplitudes are dened as
T h1h21IP = T
h1h2
soft + T
h1h2
sea−sea + T
h1h2
val−val + T
h1h2
val−sea + T
h1h2
sea−val,
with the individual ontributions representing the elementary partoni interations plus external
legs. The soft or semi-hard sea-sea ontributions are given as
T h1h2soft/sea−sea
(
x+, x−, s,−q2⊥
)
= Tsoft/sea−sea
(
s,−q2⊥
)
Fh1part(x
+)Fh2part(x
−)
× exp(− [R2h1 +R2h2] q2⊥) , (11)
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the hard ontribution is
T h1h2val−val
(
x+, x−, s, q2
)
=
∫ x+
0
dx+v
x+
x+vl
∫ x−
0
dx−v
x−
x−v
∑
j,k
T jkhard
(
x+v x
−
v s, q
2, Q20
)
× F¯h1,jpart (x+v , x+ − x+v ) F¯h2,kpart (x−v , x− − x−v ) exp
(− [R2h1 +R2h2] q2l⊥) ,
the mixed semi-hard val-sea ontribution is given as
T h1h2val−sea
(
x+, x−, s, q2
)
=
∫ x+
0
dx+v
x+
x+v
∑
j
T jval−sea
(
x+v x
−s, q2, Q20
)
× F¯h1,jpart (x+v , x+ − x+v )Fh2part(x−) exp
(− [R2h1 +R2h2] q2l⊥) ,
and the ontribution sea-val is nally obtained from val-sea by exhanging variables,
T h1h2sea−val
(
x+, x−, s, q2
)
= T h2h1val−sea
(
x−, x+, s, q2
)
.
Here, we allow formally any number of valene type interations (based on the fat that multiple
valene type proesses give negligible ontribution). In the valene ontributions, we have onvo-
lutions of hard parton sattering amplitudes T jkhard and valene quark distributions F¯
j
part over the
valene quark momentum share x±v rather than a simple produt, sine only the valene quarks are
involved in the interations, with the anti-quarks staying idle (the external legs arrying momenta
x+ and x− are always quark-anti-quark pairs).
The prole funtion γ is as usual dened as
γh1h2(s, b) =
1
2s
2ImT˜h1h2(s, b),
whih may be evaluated using the AGK utting rules with the result (assuming imaginary ampli-
tudes)
γh1h2(s, b) =
∞∑
m=1
1
m!
∫ 1
0
m∏
µ=1
dx+µ dx
−
µ
m∏
µ=1
Gh1h21IP (x
+
µ , x
−
µ , s, b)
∞∑
l=0
1
l!
∫ 1
0
l∏
λ=1
dx˜+λ dx˜
−
λ
l∏
λ=1
−Gh1h21IP (x˜+λ , x˜−λ , s, b)
Fremn
(
xproj −
∑
λ
x˜+λ
)
Fremn
(
xtarg −
∑
λ
x˜−λ
)
, (12)
with xproj/targ = 1 −∑x±µ being the momentum fration of the projetile/target remnant, and
with a partoni prole funtion G given as
Gh1h21IP (x
+
λ , x
−
λ , s, b) =
1
2s
2Im T˜ h1h21IP (x
+
λ , x
−
λ , s, b), (13)
see g. 9. This is a very important result, allowing to express the total prole funtion γh1h2 via
the elementary prole funtions Ghg1h21IP .
6 Nuleus-Nuleus Sattering
We generalize the disussion of the last setion in order to treat nuleus-nuleus sattering. In
the Glauber-Gribov approah [17, 4℄, the nuleus-nuleus sattering amplitude is dened by the
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Figure 9: The hadroni prole funtion γ expressed in terms of partoni prole funtions G ≡ G
h1h2
1IP
.
sum of ontributions of diagrams, orresponding to multiple sattering proesses between parton
onstituents of projetile and target nuleons. Nulear form fators are supposed to be dened by
the nulear ground state wave funtions. Assuming the nuleons to be unorrelated, one an make
the Fourier transform to obtain the amplitude in the impat parameter representation. Then,
for given impat parameter
~b0 between the nulei, the only formal dierene from the hadron-
hadron ase will be the averaging over nulear ground states, whih amounts to an integration over
transverse nuleon oordinates
~bAi and
~bBj in the projetile and in the target respetively. We write
this integration symbolially as
∫
dTAB :=
∫ A∏
i=1
d2bAi TA(b
A
i )
B∏
j=1
d2bBj TB(b
B
j ), (14)
with A,B being the nulear mass numbers and with the so-alled nulear thikness funtion TA(b)
being dened as the integral over the nulear density ρA(B):
TA(b) :=
∫
dz ρA(bx, by, z). (15)
It is onvenient to use the transverse distane bk between the two nuleons from the k-th nuleon-
nuleon pair, i.e.
bk =
∣∣∣~b0 +~bApi(k) −~bBτ(k)∣∣∣ ,
where the funtions π(k) and τ(k) refer to the projetile and the target nuleons partiipating
in the kth interation (pair k). In order to simplify the notation, we dene a vetor b whose
omponents are the overall impat parameter b0 as well as the transverse distanes b1, ..., bAB of
the nuleon pairs,
b = {b0, b1, ..., bAB}.
Then the nuleus-nuleus interation ross setion an be obtained applying the utting proedure
to elasti sattering diagram and written in the form
σABinel(s) =
∫
d2b0
∫
dTAB γAB(s, b), (16)
where the so-alled nulear prole funtion γAB represents an interation for given transverse
oordinates of the nuleons.
The alulation of the prole funtion γAB as the sum over all ut diagrams of the type shown
in g. 10 does not dier from the hadron-hadron ase and follows the rules formulated in the
preeding setion:
• For a remnant arrying the light one momentum fration x (x+ in ase of projetile, or x−
in ase of target), one has a fator Fremn(x).
14
Fremn
G
A
B
uncut
-G
cut
Figure 10: Example for a ut multiple sattering diagram, with ut (dashed lines) and unut (full lines) elementary
diagrams. This diagram an be translated diretly into a formula for the inelasti ross setion (see text).
• For eah ut elementary diagram (real elementary interation = dashed vertial line) at-
tahed to two partiipants with light one momentum frations x+ and x−, one has a fator
G(x+, x−, s, b). Apart from x+ and x−, G is also a funtion of the total squared energy s
and of the relative transverse distane b between the two orresponding nuleons (we use G
as an abbreviation for GNN1IP for nuleon-nuleon sattering).
• For eah unut elementary diagram (virtual emissions = full vertial line) attahed to two par-
tiipants with light one momentum frations x+ and x−, one has a fator −G(x+, x−, s, b),
with the same G as used for the ut diagrams.
• Finally one sums over all possible numbers of ut and unut Pomerons and integrates over
the light one momentum frations.
So we nd
γAB(s, b) =
∑
m1l1
. . .
∑
mABlAB
(1− δ0Σmk)
∫ AB∏
k=1
{
mk∏
µ=1
dx+k,µdx
−
k,µ
lk∏
λ=1
dx˜+k,λdx˜
−
k,λ
}
×
AB∏
k=1
{
1
mk!
1
lk!
mk∏
µ=1
G(x+k,µ, x
−
k,µ, s, bk)
lk∏
λ=1
−G(x˜+k,λ, x˜−k,λ, s, bk)
}
×
A∏
i=1
Fremn

x+i − ∑
pi(k)=i
x˜+k,λ

 B∏
j=1
Fremn

x−j − ∑
τ(k)=j
x˜−k,λ


(17)
with
xproji = 1−
∑
pi(k)=i
x+k,µ ,
xtargj = 1−
∑
τ(k)=j
x−k,µ .
The summation indies mk refer to the number of ut elementary diagrams and lk to number of
unut elementary diagrams, related to nuleon pair k. For eah possible pair k (we have altogether
AB pairs), we allow any number of ut and unut diagrams. The integration variables x±k,µ refer to
the µth elementary interation of the kth pair for the ut elementary diagrams, the variables x˜±k,λ
refer to the orresponding unut elementary diagrams. The arguments of the remnant funtions
Fremn are the remnant light one momentum frations, i.e. unity minus the momentum frations
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of all the orresponding elementary ontributions (ut and unut ones). We also introdue the
variables xproji and x
targ
j , dened as unity minus the momentum frations of all the orresponding
ut ontributions, in order to integrate over the unut ones (see below).
The expression for γAB sums up all possible numbers of ut Pomerons mk with one exeption
due to the fator (1 − δ0Σmk): one does not onsider the ase of all mk's being zero, whih
orresponds to no interation and therefore does not ontribute to the inelasti ross setion. We
may therefore dene a quantity γ¯AB, representing no interation, by taking the expression for
γAB with (1− δ0Σmk) replaed by (δ0Σmk):
γ¯AB(s, b) =
∑
l1
. . .
∑
lAB
∫ AB∏
k=1
{
lk∏
λ=1
dx˜+k,λdx˜
−
k,λ
}
AB∏
k=1
{
1
lk!
lk∏
λ=1
−G(x˜+k,λ, x˜−k,λ, s, bk)
}
×
A∏
i=1
F+

1− ∑
pi(k)=i
x˜+k,λ

 B∏
j=1
F−

1− ∑
τ(k)=j
x˜−k,λ

 . (18)
One now may onsider the sum of interation and no interation, and one obtains easily
γAB(s, b) + γ¯AB(s, b) = 1. (19)
Based on this important result, we onsider γAB to be the probability to have an interation and
orrespondingly γ¯AB to be the probability of no interation, for xed energy, impat parameter
and nulear onguration, speied by the transverse distanes bk between nuleons, and we refer
to eq. (19) as unitarity relation. But we want to go even further and use an expansion of γAB in
order to obtain probability distributions for individual proesses, whih then serves as a basis for
the alulations of exlusive quantities.
The expansion of γAB in terms of ut and unut Pomerons as given above represents a sum of
a large number of positive and negative terms, inluding all kinds of interferenes, whih exludes
any probabilisti interpretation. We have therefore to perform summations of interferene ontri-
butions  sum over any number of virtual elementary satterings (unut Pomerons)  for given
non-interfering lasses of diagrams with given numbers of real satterings (ut Pomerons)[18℄. Let
us write the formulas expliitly. We have
γAB(s, b) =
∑
m1
. . .
∑
mAB
(1 − δ0∑mk)
∫ AB∏
k=1
{
mk∏
µ=1
dx+k,µdx
−
k,µ
}
×
AB∏
k=1
{
1
mk!
mk∏
µ=1
G(x+k,µ, x
−
k,µ, s, bk)
}
ΦAB
(
xproj, xtarg, s, b
)
, (20)
where the funtion Φ representing the sum over virtual emissions (unut Pomerons) is given by
the following expression
ΦAB
(
xproj, xtarg, s, b
)
=
∑
l1
. . .
∑
lAB
∫ AB∏
k=1
{
lk∏
λ=1
dx˜+k,λdx˜
−
k,λ
}
AB∏
k=1
{
1
lk!
lk∏
λ=1
−G(x˜+k,λ, x˜−k,λ, s, bk)
}
×
A∏
i=1
Fremn

xproji − ∑
pi(k)=i
x˜+k,λ

 B∏
j=1
Fremn

xtargj − ∑
τ(k)=j
x˜−k,λ

 . (21)
This summation has to be arried out, before we may use the expansion of γAB to obtain probability
distributions. This is far from trivial, the neessary methods are desribed in [7℄. To make the
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notation more ompat, we dene matries X+ and X−, as well as a vetor m, via
X+ =
{
x+k,µ
}
,
X− =
{
x−k,µ
}
,
m = {mk},
whih leads to
γAB(s, b) =
∑
m
(1− δ0m)
∫
dX+dX−Ω
(s,b)
AB (m,X
+, X−),
γ¯AB(s, b) = Ω
(s,b)
AB (0, 0, 0),
with
Ω
(s,b)
AB (m,X
+, X−) =
AB∏
k=1
{
1
mk!
mk∏
µ=1
G(x+k,µ, x
−
k,µ, s, bk)
}
ΦAB
(
xproj, xtarg, s, b
)
.
This allows to rewrite the unitarity relation eq. (19) in the following form,
∑
m
∫
dX+dX−Ω
(s,b)
AB (m,X
+, X−) = 1.
This equation is of fundamental importane, beause it allows us to interpret Ω(s,b)(m,X+, X−)
as probability density of having an interation onguration haraterized by m, with the light
one momentum frations of the Pomerons being given by X+ and X−.
7 Virtual Emissions and Markov Chain Tehniques
What did we ahieve so far? We have formulated a well dened model, introdued by using the
language of eld theory, solving in this way the severe onsisteny problems of the most popular
urrent approahes. To proeed further, one needs to solve two fundamental problems:
• the sum ΦAB over virtual emissions has to be performed,
• tools have to be developed to deal with the multidimensional probability distribution Ω(s,b)AB ,
both being very diult tasks. Introduing new numerial tehniques, we were able to solve both
problems, as disussed in very detail in [7℄.
Calulating the sum over virtual emissions (ΦAB) is done by parameterizing the funtions G
as analytial funtions and performing analytial alulations. By studying the properties of ΦAB,
we nd that at very high energies the theory is no longer unitary without taking into aount
sreening orretions due to triple Pomeron interations. In this sense, we onsider our work as a
rst step to onstrut a onsistent model for high energy nulear sattering, but there is still work
to be done.
Conerning the multidimensional probability distribution Ω
(s,b)
AB (m,X
+, X−), we employ meth-
ods well known in statistial physis (Markov hain tehniques). So nally, we are able to alulate
the probability distribution Ω
(s,b)
AB (m,X
+, X−), and are able to generate (in a Monte Carlo fashion)
ongurations (m,X+, X−) aording to this probability distribution.
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8 Summary
What are nally the prinipal features of our basi results, summarized in eqs. (16, 20, 21)?
Contrary to the traditional treatment (Gribov-Regge approah or parton model), all individual
elementary ontributions G depend expliitly on the light-one momenta of the elementary in-
terations, with the total energy-momentum being preisely onserved. Another very important
feature is the expliit dependene of the sreening ontribution ΦAB (the ontribution of virtual
emissions) on the remnant momenta. The diret onsequene of properly taking into aount
energy-momentum onservation in the multiple sattering proess is the validity of the so-alled
AGK-anelations in hadron-hadron and nuleus-nuleus ollisions in the entire kinematial region.
The formulas (16, 20, 21) allow to develop a onsistent sheme to simulate high energy nuleus-
nuleus interations. The orresponding Monte Carlo proedure is exatly based on the ross
setion formulas so that the entire model is fully self-onsistent.
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